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THE RED FLAG,

Economie Status of the Wage Worker Under
_ • _ _ ___ ‘ _ _ r ■ _J* v ^ * 1 - : • .

a 1 durirtT a period of falling prices due to at-11 r I llST y 1 tempts to retard the corresponding fall in
T y*'K, physically considered, may be defined as ±T Closely connected with wages is the question

i a continuous process of assimilation and de- of the length of working day. The expenditure
composition taking place in certain organic sub- und *hle to enter into a contract for the delivery 0f labor power is accompanied by a process of de- 
ataiices comprising the living organism. vt hts labor-power for a definite period. composition in the human body. There is a de-

The process of assimilation requires that the Secondly, that the laborer must be obliged to st ruction of tiaaue and an accumulation of waste 
organism *ay, a man. l>e supplied at frequent in- 86,1 his ,abor P°MÇrî that is> he has no other com- matter which cause a progressively toxic effect on 
tervals with a Certain quantity of food which, being m°dity to sell, being divorced from the land and |he system manifesting Itself as fatigue or weari- . 
eaten and digested, is built up into the tissues of ofber e8Wot*e*s of production which have passed nCiW an<j, if the exertion is excessive or long- 
his body. into .,he hands of the Purchased or, rather, of the continued, in exhaustion. For this reason we find

The process of decomposition goes on continu- Purchasing class towards the close of the working day a marked
ouslyT more intensely during periods of exertion, These conditions being present, labor-power ap- diminution of efficiency, both as to quantity and 
and results in the liberation of a considerable Pcars a* a commodity, which is brought to the quality of product and a greater liability to aeci- 
amount of energy, part of which is used up in the lahor market hy I,s °'vner»*,thc laborer, and sold dent. To these facts is no doubt due the readi- 
various bodily functions and the remainder is avail- - the "our month or other Period agreed upon, ness on the part of the employing class to accede

Being sold it. of course, hasji price generally to demands, for a shorter workday and. in many 
known by the special term “wages’* or. in cer- cases, to initiate such measures.

It will he seen, then, that the human body be- tal" <a8e^’, “sa,apr- • Rince the establishment of modem capitalism
longs to that class of machines the function of Pr*'‘e 18 vaVue ^pressed m terms of money the laborers have kept up a continuous pressure 
which is to change energy from one form to an- a’,d the va,ue of thk particular commodity, like with a view to securing better wages, shorter hours 
other A comparison has often been made be- ,hat of anv other, is determined by its cost of aod improved conditions of labor resulting in the - 
tween the human ho<iy and a steam engine ilKthat Production. Now, the cost of production of labor- formation of trade unions, thus securing the ad- 
tbc latter transforms the potential energy of coal Power depends on—first, a sufficiency of food, vantage of collective bargaining with the strike 
into motion while thé former changes the poten- clothing and shelter for the maintenance of the en<f boycott as persuasive agencies, 
tin! energy of foodstuffs into heat, motion, and laborer so that he can turn out every morning value these organiaztions may have had for the

fresh and fit for a day’s work; secondly, main- workers in the past they cannot be said to be 
The energy thdfc set free is considerable in tenance for his wife and children so that the race conspicuously successful at the present time 

amount and it has been calculated that a man of of laborers shall not die out; thirdly, in all occu- are the results in any way commensurate with the 
ordinary strength can exert 4500 foot-pounds per Pations requiring some special skill or training, energy and money expended The trade unions 
minute for 10 hours a day;.that is, about one- the expenses of education will pass over into the were at first, of necessity, formed upon craft lines
seventh of a horsepower. 1 °* tbe pr®duct •/ and those trades for which special skjll and train-

The force of energy generated by the huqian ' _ All of ttjese factors resolve themselves into a jng are necessary were able to obtain the most 
organism may be used to effect a displacement of defin,te quantity of the means of subsistence, the advantageous terms—it will be remembered that, 
matter—human activity in the production of value of which, measured in labor time, will ap- when discussing wages we found that the train- 
wealth consists entirely in the displacement of Pear in the value of ,abor power. There ia, how- |ng Qf the skilled laborer was a factor in deter-
matter—resulting in “work” which when multi- eve^« another factor not present in other com- mining the value of labor power_this, however,
plied by time is “power.” In economics, however, modifies which has ^bearing on this point—the „ offset by the fact that the development of 
the energy-is known as “labor power” and its “standard of living.” modem machinery is rapidly rendering unneces-
expendituix .in production as “labor.” There is, of course, a physical minimum of sub- sary the possession of special skill and ia obliterat-

Now, a commodity, by definition, is an external siatence, a quantity of foodstuffs, etc., upon less mg' the distinctions thus created between the
object ; is useful to some one; is the product of than which the working elasa could not exist, workers. For this and other reasons we find 
labor and is produced for exchange, that is, it is which, further, will vary with time and place. On strongly in evidence a growing sense of solidarity 
bought and sold. To be classed as a commodity, the other hand, the wants and requirements of the > among the laborers and a tendency to much closer 
labor power must sati^ these four conditions. worker are the result of a process of historical affiliation than is afforded by the old-line unions.

To begin with, labor-jxwer is a purely physical development and form a psychological factor bâv- On the other hand, the employers realizing, some- 
phenomenon. The distinction often made between ing a profound effect on the coat of subsistence, what lgte in the day, that a healthy, contented 
roqnual and mental labor ia purely arbitrary and For instance, the existence of free, land during the and. therefore, efficient working class is 
.while retained for convenience ia not a real dis- rise of American capitalism is, no doubt, the cause sity in their business are increasingly willing to 
tinctiôn in that all labor is both manual and men- of the higher standard of living and consequent make concessions and are inclined to patronize
tal although these two phases occur- in varying high wages in America, compared with the Euro- and foster the craft unions.

\ ratios. Nor need the fact that labor-power can peart countries. * •/ Association with the modern machinery of pro-
net be visibly separated from its producer create However, the standard of living for any given duction which, while it has broken down the 
any confusion as to its objectivity. country is more or less a fixed quantity and the special handicraft skill of the worker necessitates

It is useful, being necessary to the life and well- cost of subsistence, therefore, fairly well estab- *a certain degree of intelligence and education on 
• being of its producer and very profitable to thoie liahed. Round, the value of labor power, as thus his part, is in fact an education in itself, has pro- 

fortunate enough to control him. fi.^ed. the price, that is. wages, will fluctuate ae- foundly modified the»point of view of the working
It is the product of labor in that the food, cording- to the dictates of the law of supply tand class, rendering it much more susceptible to those 

clothing and shelter necessary to its production demand, but, iptsmuch as there is generally an teachings which contemplate the abolition of the 
are labor products and inasmuch as the laborer oversupply of labor power, wages are found to status rather than amelioration of the conditions 
himself as he appears iti the labor market is a approximate yery closely to the cost of subsis- of servitude. But that, of course, is another story, 
product of the labor expended in his rearing, fence, 
education and training.
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5 The Commodity Nature of His Labor PowerF.
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X a'u OBORDIE.
Wages may he Considered from three points of 

Certain conditions, however, must be present vievrf First. there »4he actual amount of money 
before labor-power can function as a commodity, paid to the laborer, the “nominal” wage. Seeond- 

In the first place, co-operation, division of labor fy, there is the “real” wage, which » the amount 
and the use of tools, in g word, social progress, 0f commodities which can be, bought with that 
must have reached such a stage of development amount of money, and thirdly, the “relative" 
that there is a margin between production and wage which is wages considered relatively to the 
consumption, thereby permitting the gecumuls- total product or. what ia more to the point, to 
tion of wealth. That is to say, that other things the surplus value appropriated by the capitalist 
bring equal, a men should be able to produce class. This latter aspect we are not at present 
more wealth in a day. month or jeai than is »erc«- concerned with, but h is obviouM that it is “real 
caiy for his sustenance. This surplus we shall wages” which are important and that it is pos- 
encounter later as rent, interest and profit. able for a considerable rise In nominal wages to

This condition alone doe» not ensure that labor- take place coincidentally with a serious faH in real 
*ower shaU function as a commodity but leads up wages This generally takes place during a period 
through slavery and serfdom to modern capitalism „f rising prices and is particularly noticeable at 
In which other two conditions are present. These the present time. During such periods 
are, first, that the laborer is-free to sell his labor deavor on the part of the workers to bring wage, 
force. Under slavery he i. himself a commodity, up to the rising coat of sobristenee creates con-
«k. - «>• b* h-odm, ««tot, he riderebl, mwe* .nd dtototiwK, to Ik, l.be, mer- 6 pm. Empmm The*,,. „f Or.

f Mi: person, free befce the law ket which it repeated, on n mealier male, however, end Heat toga street.

LIBERATION OF HOSTAGES ORDERED

COPENHAGEN, May 27—An official
Budapest says that 

over its enemies, the

com
munication received here from 
the Soviet having triumph*! e 
liberation of hostages has been ordered.

The Hungary army Command at Budapest an
nounces that the “enemy” is withdrawing south
east of Budapest in a disorderly manner. It says 
that » regiment, composed of Roumanians from 
Transylvania was almost wiped out.

WHAT IS SCIENTIFIC SOCIALISM?

the en- * The Manifesto of -the Socialist Party of Canada: 
Prie*—SMO per 100 Single Copies 10c

Propaganda meetings every Sunday night, at -
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